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NEW QUESTION: 1

You work as an Enterprise Application Developer for Mansoft
Inc. You are participating in the
design for a Web-based Order Management System. There are a few
configuration options, such as applicable tax percentage,
repeat customer discount percentage, etc., which are applicable
to all the users of the Order Management System. However, these
configuration options might be changed in the future. Which of
the following techniques will you use to maintain this
information from the performance and maintenance point of view?
A. Application state
B. Database support
C. Session state
D. Profile properties
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
You can connect to your work computer by using Remote Desktop.
You first need to enable Remote Desktop on the work computer.
You then run the Remote Desktop Client on the home computer to
connect to the work computer.
With Remote Desktop Connection, you can connect to a computer
running Windows from another computer running Windows that's
connected to the same network or to the Internet. For example,
you can use all of your work computer's programs, files, and
network resources from your home computer, and it's just like
you're sitting in front of your computer at work.
To connect to a remote computer, that computer must be turned
on, it must have a network connection, Remote Desktop must be
enabled, you must have network access to the remote computer
(this could be through the Internet), and you must have
permission to connect. For permission to connect, you must be
on the list of users. Before you start a connection, it's a
good idea to look up the name of the computer you're connecting
to and to make sure Remote Desktop connections are allowed
through its firewall.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Click the exhibit.
PE1 and PE2 are Alcatel-Lucent 7750 SRs. Which of the following
is the missing configuration required on PE2 to complete the
mirror?

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D

B
D
C
A
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